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COSTS AND EFFICIENCIES

IN HANDLING, STORING AND PACKING ONIONS

by

F. H. J. Dickmann

G. B. Davis/1

Onion production and packing is an important industry in the lower

Snake River Valley, of Eastern Oregon and Western Idaho. During the past

five years shipments from this two state area have ranged between 3,000 and

6,000 cars with about one-half of the shipments being made from Oregon.

Major markets for this production are located mostly in the heavily

populated areas of the Eastern United States. This, of course, means

relatively high transportation costs when compared to other onion producing

areas located much closer to these markets. Freight rates from Ontario,

Oregon to New York now vary from $1.85 to $2.05 per hundredweight depending

on the size load and account for a substantial portion of the New York

f. o. b. price. This freight rate disadvantage is to some extent offset

by favorable yield and quality characteristics of the Western industry.

Wide onion price fluctuations between years, however, place a severe

handicap on the industry which is located long distances from market be

cause of the size and fixed nature of transportation and marketing costs.

To minimize the effects of price variations and of heavy marketing costs,

the industry needs to be continually alert to changes in both production

and marketing that will maintain and improve its competitive position.

Efforts of this kind are especially evident in the onion industry. New

types of handling equipment, containers and methods of packing and shipping

/1 F. H. J. Dickmann is Junior Agricultural Economist and G. B. Davis i
Agricultural Economist, Oregon State College.



are being tried at both the grower and packer levels. The objectives of

these changes are to reduce costs and improve the acceptability of the

product.

This report is concerned with some of the possibilities of reducing

costs within the industry. Major emphasis is placed on the comparative

costs and efficiencies of different mLthods used in moving onions from

the field into storage, out of storage to the packing shed, and finally

packing shed operations. The results are divided into two sections--the

first devoted to handling operations from field through storage and to

the packing shed, and the second to operations at the packing shed, in-

cluding car loading. Costs of the different handling methods shown in

the first section are centered around types of containers used. They in-

clude the following:

Field bags--used burlap potato bags, holding about 60
pounds of onions.

Crates--slatted wood boxes,. holding about 60 pounds, moved
singly by hand or on a pallet.

Bulk boxes--board pallet boxes, holding about 1200 pounds
of loose onions.

Skeleton boxes--three sided frame pallet boxes,holding
1440 pounds of onions in 24 field bags.

Packing shed costs shown in the second section illustrate how costs

are affected by different lengths of operating season, hourly output, and

different degrees of mechanization.

Results are based on economic engineering type cost studies made of

grower and packer operations in Malheur County, Oregon. Costs cited here

are not actual averages of current operations, but are based upon labor

and equipment standards of performance which were obtained from time and

production studies, equipment manufacturers' and building contractors'



estimates and grower and packer records. Performance standards selected

were more efficient than average, but were well within the capabilities

of labor and equipment actUally studied.

RESULTS

Handling Costs--Field to Packing Shed 

Costs of handling onions from the field through storage and into the

packing shed were lowest for bulk boxes provided estimated storage losses

are taken into account (Table 1). The field bag method had the lowest

costs when storage losses are not considered. Single and palletized crates

were the two high cost methods regardless of storage losses. Cost of the

Table 1. Estimated Total Costs of Handling Onions from Field to Packing
Shed, Malheur County, Oregon, 1959./1

Method of handling 

	

Field - Single Palletized Bulk	 Skeleton
Cost item	 bags	 crates	 crates	 boxes	 boxes 

(Cents per hundredweight packed).

Labor	 11.5	 14.4	 8.7	 6.5

Equipment	 3.4	 4.8	 6.3	 8.4	 9.2

Storage	 11.4	 6.6	 8.0	 9.4
	

8.9

Container	 7.2	 27.1	 29.4	 15.5
	

13.9

Total handling cost	 33.5	 52.9	 52.4	 39.8	 41.0

Additional storage
losses	 9.6

	
9.6

TOTAL COSTS 43.1	 52.9	 52.4	 39.8	 50.6

Assumes the following;
a. 80 percent of field run onions are packed at a rate of 180

hundredweight per hour during a 5 month season.
b. Distance from field to storage--1 mile; from storage to packing

shed--12 miles.
c. Onions stored in bags have 4 percent higher losses than in

other type containers.
d. Costs are based on detailed information shown in Appendix

Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.



container varied from a low of 21 percent of total handling costs for field

bags to a high of 56 percent for the single crates, and was the largest

single cost item except in the case of the field bag method.

Estimated storage losses have been included as one of the costs. They

have an important bearing on the choice of methods to use in handling and

storing onions as they are a direct cost to the grower. Research by Oregon

Experiment Station plant pathologists shows' that these losses average four

Percent higher when onions are stored in field bags in skeleton boxes than

when stored in crates. It is the opinion of these workers that the loss

differential in single bags stacked in storage would be even greater, since

this method permits less air circulation. Conclusive results of studies to

determine comparative losses in bulk box storage are not yet available. For

Purposes of this study, however, it is assumed that the air circulation made

possible by storing in vented bulk boxes would be sufficient to reduce

storage losses to the level of that determined for crates. This question

will be subjected to further investigation by the Department of Botany and

Plant Pathology.

With four percent greater loss of product and a selling price of three

dollars per hundredweight, the added loss occasioned by the use of skeleton

boxes or single field bags would increase costs for these methods by 9.6

cents per hundredweight as indicated in the table. A higher or lower selling

price than the one assumed would, of course, result in more or less change,

as would a storage loss differential greater or less than four percent.

Handling costs cited above are based upon economic engineering studies

of actual onion handling operations in Malheur County. Costs take into

account all operations beginning with distributing empty containers to the

field and moving the cured product out of the field, through storage and

transporting to the packing shed and dumping into the packing house



conveying system. Topping onions in the field and filling the field con

tainer are excluded. Costs include those for both direct and indirect

labor; equipment--field, storage and hauling; containers; storage faci-

lities; maintenance and repairs; depreciation; taxes; insurance; interest

on investment; and operating items such as fuel and power. Buying and

selling and other overhead expenses at the management level are not in-

cluded.

In three of the five methods studied, storing the crop was the most

expensive operation (Table 2). In the other two methods, moving onions

out of the field into storage was highest for single crates; while the

storage to packing shed operation was highest for skeleton boxes.

Table 2. Estimated Total Costs of Handling Onions by Operations from
Field to Packing Shed, Malheur County, Oregon, 1959./1

Cost item

Method of handling
Field
bags

Single
crates

Palletized
crates

Bulk
boxes

Skeleton
boxes

(Cents pertundredweight packed)

Out of field into
storage 6.5 9.2 5.4 6.1 6.2

Storing 11.4 6.6 8.0 9.4 8.9

Out of storage to
packing shed 5.7 7.3 6.9 6,9 9.3

Receiving at packing
shed 2.7 2.7 2.7 1.9 2.7

Containers 7.2 27.1 29.4 15.5 13.9

Total handling cost 33.5 52.9 52.4 39.8 41.0

Additional storage
losses 9.6 9.6

TOTAL COSTS 43.1 52.9 52.4 39.8 50.6

Assumptions are the same as in Table 1.



Receiving at the packing shed is the lowest cost operation for all

methods with the bulk box method having a slight advantage because dump-

ing is entirely mechanized. Mechanization of receiving reduces the dump-

ing crew by two or three persons, but adds the costs of a fork lift truck

equipped with a turning head. Costs of other fork lift methods are shown

later in the section dealing with packing shed costs. Receiving costs

shown actually are a packing shed cost, but are included here to show all

operations that are affected by the container.

Three of the methods of handling have initial investments of over

112220 22r2UEElf22122212F---staa&LteSilaiLs2222t2IME2221 equip-

ment (Table 3). The palletized crate method requires the highest invest-

ment and field bags the lowest. This does not include multipurpose

facilities or equipment, such as farm trucks and tractors. It does include

Table 3.	 Estimated Initial Investment in Onion Storage Facilities,
Handling Equipment and Containers, Malheur County, Oregon,
1959./1

Cost item

Method of handling
Field
bats

Single
crates

Palletized
crates

Bulk
boxes

Skeleton
boxes

Storage $16,080 $ 9,330 $11,340 $13,290 $12,510

Containers 2,000 6,252 18,435 11,375 9,292

Field equipment 1,000 1,900 1,900

Storage equipment 300 7,700 7,700 7,700

Total investment $18,080 $25,882 $38,475 $34,265 $31,402

Investment per acre $	 603 $	 863 $ 1,282 $ 1,142 $ 1,047

17717ITIJTEITJEcinowing:
a. Storage facilities adequate to store 30 acres of onions yielding

25 tons per acre.
b. Investment is based on 1959 replacement costs, for new buildings,

equipment and containers used exclusively for the onion crop.



tractor powered lift attachments for field handling and fork lift trucks for

storage handling of the bulk boxes, palletized crates and skeleton boxes.

Storage is the largest investment item for three of the methods and

containers for the other two. The investment in crates and pallets is over

$600 per acre as compared to less than $75 per acre for field bags.

Field to Storage Handling 

At relatively short distances total costs of moving cured onions from

field into storage are lowest for the palletized crate method and highest

for the single crate method. The cost relationship between methods changes

as distance is increased. At a field to storage distance of 20 miles, the

bulk box method has the highest costs and field bags the lowest (Table 4).

The usual practice in storing onions is for the driver to deliver a

Table 4. Costs of Moving Onions out of Field and into Storage, Malheur
County, Oregon, 1959./1

Method of handling 
Field	 Single Palletized Bulk	 Skeleton

Cost item	 bas	 crates	 crates	 boxes	 boxes
(Cents per hundredweight packed)

TOTAL COSTS

TOTAL COSTS

1 mile field to storage 

	

6.1	 8.3	 3.9	 3.7
	

4.2

	

.4	 .9	 1.5	 2.4
	

2.0

	

6.5
	

9.2
	

5.4	 6,1
	

6.2

20 miles field to storage 

	

6.8	 9.4	 4.9	 5.8	 5.0

	

5.0	 6.9	 7.5	 14.2	 7.0

11.8	 16.3	 12.4	 20.0	 12.0

Labor

Equipment

Labor

Equipment

Assumes 80 percent of field run onions are packed.



loaded truck to storage, park it, and return to the field in a truck which

had been unloaded while he was in the field. Thus, there are usually more

trucks in use than there are drivers. If the storage building is adjacent

to the field being harvested, it is possible for one driver to handle three

trucks. As distance from field to storage increases, additional drivers are

required, and for some methods additional trucks are needed to provide con-

stant work for the loading and storing crews.

Most of the cost increase shown for the greater distance is in truck-

ing costs, which are included under equipment. The costs shown for the

bulk box assume no lift is used in the field. Boxes are loaded in a single

layer containing 72 hundredweight. Hauling loads of this size is much more

costly per unit than hauling field bag loads of 186 hundredweight. At dis-

tances above six miles from field to storage it is more economical to load

bulk boxes onto trucks in two layers, using a lift in the field. Under

these conditions, costs of the bulk box method are below those of the single

crate.

Growers using the same container type may follow different procedures

in handling. Where such variations resulted in cost differences, estimates

for the least costly method have been used in this analysis. Only the bag

and single crate methods followed a common practice; four men hand loaded

trucks in the field, and five men unloaded and stored. In storage a mechanical

conveyor is assumed to be used to high stack single crates, but not field

bags.

Most growers using the palletized crate method distribute pallets and

crates in the field and have crews of three to five men set filled crates

on pallets after topping. After curing, pallets are loaded to trucks by

tractor with lift attachment. Other growers distribute crates only; pallets

are placed on trucks at the storage building, and a crew of three loads



crates directly to pallets by means of a powered elevator towed by the

truck in the field. The costs of the latter operation are used in this

report.

In the bulk box method six empty boxes are loaded to a truck in

storage. The boxes ate filled in the field by a crew of four. Field

bags are emptied into a tractor-powered elevator towed beside the truck.

The elevator conveys the onions to the boxes on the truck. Boxes can be

hauled in double layer loads, as mentioned earlier. This operation re-

quires an extra truck, which remains in the field. A tractor with lift

attachment transfers boxes between trucks or between trucks and ground.

Costs in the field are almost two cents per hundredweight higher for this

method than for the single-layer method. As pointed out previously, this

method permits a heavier load and at distances of six or more miles from

field to storage has lower costs than the single layer.

Skeleton boxes may be (1) transported to the field and set off at

the edge of the field, then two tractors with lift attachments used to

move them into position for filling and loading at storage time; or (2)

transported to the field at storage time and left on trucks parked at

convenient locations for a single tractor and lift to unload them for

filling and reloading; or (3) filled in storage, with the field bags hand-

loaded to trucks in the field and transported to storage where bags, are

transferred to the boxes by hand. Costs for the second method using a

single tractor in the field are shown here.

Farm Storage 

Building costs are lowest for the single crate method and highest

for the field bag method (Table 5). Building requirements used in the

study assume field bags stacked seven deep, crates 15 deep, bulk boxes six

deep, and skeleton boxes five deep; and for all methods include five
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Table 5. Estimated Annual Storage Building Costs, Malheur County,
Oregon, 195941

Method of	 Annual storage
handling	 building costs

(Cents per Inindred-
weight packed)

Field bags
	

11.4

Single crates
	

6.6

Palletized crates
	

8.0

Bulk boxes
	

9.4

Skeleton boxes
	

8.9

Amount
stored per
	

Overhead
square foot	 clearance 
(Hundredweight)
	

(Feet)

	

2.29
	

12

	

4.18
	

16

	

3.81
	

16

	

2.86
	

14

	

3.11
	

16

/1 See Appendix Table 3 for more detail on building costs.
/2 Assumes 80 percent of stored onions are packed.

percent extra floor space to allow for access and ventilation. The rigid

crate provides mechanical support to permit stacking more onions per square

foot of floor space without bruising than would be possible in bags. The

palletized crate method loses some of the advantage of high stacks because

of both the thickness of the pallet and the fact that it must be of greater

area than the crates it carries to facilitate handling. The height to

which bulk boxes and skeleton boxes can be stacked is limited by the lifting

range of the lift trucks.

Costs shown are based on 1959 price quotations for an insulated, metal-

sheathed, frame building with truss-type roof and concrete floor, erected in

the Ontario area. Data on building costs assumed for the different handling

methods may be found in Appendix Table 3.

Storage to Packing Shed 

The field bag method is the least costly and skeleton boxes have the

highest costs when delivering field run onions to the packing shed at low

delivery rates (Figure 1). At higher rates bulk boxes and palletized
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crates have the lowest costs at distances up to six miles. At greater dis-

tances, field bags again become the low cost method (see Appendix Table 5

for detailed costs).

Costs for the bulk box and palletized crate methods are not signifi-

cantly different and are shown as one line on the chart. For all methods,

costs include labor and equipment for loading trucks in storage, hauling to

packing shed, and returning empty containers to storage and stacking them.

Unloading onions at the packing shed, and loading empties back to the truck

are not included here, but are shown in the next section under Receiving.

The costs shown in Figure 1 do not include costs for buildings, containers,

or any differences attributed to storage losses.

The cost per hundredweight to load trucks at storage and to unload and

store empty containers is relatively constant for the hand methods at all

delivery rates, since it is possible to adjust crew size as needed to keep

idle time at a minimum. In the mechanized methods costs per hundredweight

are high when the delivery rate is low: the lift truck and operator are

idle almost half the time, and fixed costs and the operator's pay are charged

to a small output. Increased delivery rates more fully utilize lift and

operator, and costs per hundredweight are correspondingly reduced.

At all delivery rates, size of load and distance to packing shed are

important cost considerations. To maintain'a continuous flow of onions to

the packing shed, light loads require more trips than heavier loads. As is

shown in Figure 1, there is less than one-half cent difference in costs

between the field bag method, with loads of 186 hundredweight, and the skel-

eton box method, with loads of 86.4 hundredweight, when distance is one mile;

at 20 miles costs for the skeleton box method are higher by six to eight

cents. This increased cost is due entirely to hauling since distance does

not affect in-storage costs.
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The usual crew size for loading field bags or single crates onto trucks

at the farm storage is four men. Two men pass bags or crates to those on

the truck, who stack them. In some crate operations a roller conveyor, or

an elevator is used to move crates from stack to truck. The same crew is

required. The common load for a large truck is 310 bags (186 hundredweight)

or 240 crates (144 hundredweight). Empty bags and crates returned from the

packing shed are unloaded and stored by hand.

Palletized crates, bulk boxes and skeleton boxes are loaded out of

storage by one man with a fork lift truck. Both palletized crates and single

crate loads have 240 crates. Bulk boxes are doubledecked, with 12 to a load

of 144 hundredweight. Skeleton boxes are singledecked, six to a load. Empty

crates are returned to storage nested on pallets which are unloaded and

stacked by fork lift. Empty skeleton boxes are nested in pairs by hand and

unloaded and stacked in storage by fork lift. Empty bulk boxes are returned

to storage 12 to a load and are handled by fork lift.

Receiving 

Costs for receiving and dumping onions at the packing shed amounted to

1.9 cents per hundredweight of onions packed for bulk boxes and 2.7 cents

for the other methods. This assumes a receiving rate of 225 hundredweight

of field run onions per hour with a packout of 80 percent.

The bulk box method of receiving requires a crew of one person operating

a fork lift truck with turning head. Boxes are removed from the truck and

contents are dumped into an even-flow hopper connected to the end of the

conveyor leading into the packing shed. Empty boxes are returned to the

truck.

In all other methods field bags and crates are removed from the truck

by hand and dumped into the conveyor hopper. Empty containers are moved
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back to the truck for return to storage. A crew of four persons performs

this operation at the rate of dumping assumed.

More details and other methods for receiving are discussed in the next

major section which is concerned with packing shed costs.

Containers 

The annual container cost for the field bag method was the lowest,

amounting to only about one-fourth as much as for the crate methods (Table

6). These estimates include allowances for depreciation, interest, taxes,

repairs and insurance but do not include the cost of any onion storage losses

attributed to the different containers.

Containers usually are owned by the grower and may differ in size or

construction. In this study the containers are assumed to have the follow-

ing characteristics:

Field bags are 100 pound used potato sacks in which 60 pounds of onions
are stored.

Crates are approximately 23 by 13 inches, 11 1/2 inches deep, and have
a capacity of 60 pounds.

Table 6.	 Estimated Annual Cost of Onion Containers, Malheur County, Oregon,
1959./1

Type of container

Annual container cost
Per hundredweight

packeqi
Per acre

harvested/2

(Cents)

Field bags 7.2 $ 29

Single crates 27.1 108

Palletized crates 29.4 117

Bulk boxes 15.5 62

Skeleton boxes 13.9 56

/1 See Appendix Table 4 for detailed container costs.
/2 Assumes yield of 25 tons of field run onions per acre.
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Pallets are 4 by 5 feet and carry 40 crates--2400 pounds.

Bulk boxes are 4 by 6 feet, 22 inches deep inside, and are used to
store about 1200 pounds of onions.

Skeleton boxes are 4 by 5 1/2 feet, 31 inches deep inside, and hold
24 field bags--1440 pounds.

Costs at the Packing Shed 

Packing shed costs are materially affected by length of packing season,

rate of packing, and method of handling (Figure 2). The longer seasons

divide annual fixed costs such as depreciation, interest, taxes, insurance

and overhead labor over more units of output thereby reducing per unit costs.

Such cost reduction is true for all packing rates and methods, although it

is greater for the mechanized bulk box methods than the hand methods--bag,

crate and skeleton box.

The analysis and presentation of packing shed costs have been simplified

by assuming that all fixed costs are charged to onions although most firms

also use their facilities and equipment for packing potatoes. Costs for all

operations, beginning with receiving and ending with car loading, are in-

cluded. Receiving costs have been shown as a handling cost in the preceeding

section, but since they are a packing shed cost are repeated here.

Higher packing rates, which more fully utilize equipment capacity, also

spread fixed costs over more units and reduce per unit, cost. The packing

rate realized by the individual firm is to some extent a management decision

based primarily upon the quantity and quality of field run onions available

and upon the expected volume of sales over the assumed marketing season.

Consideration also is given to an output that will effectively utilize the

packing crew over the packing period.

It can be seen by comparing methods "A," "B," and "C" of Figure 2 that

increasing the packing rate from 140 to 180 hundredweight per hour reduces
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costs by one and one-half cents to as much as five cents for each hundred-

weight packed, depending on method and length of season. Additional cost

reduction is possible when the packing rate is increased to 220 hundred-

weight per hour. The latter is relatively slight for method "B,' since an

additional fork lift is required for the higher, rate of output. The 220

hundredweight rate is well within the capacity of existing packing equipment

although few sheds were observed to be packing at rates higher than 160

hundredweight per hour.

While the effects of season length and packing rate on per unit cost

are relatively direct, the cost for different handling methods is strongly

influenced by these two factors. At low packing rates the hand methods have

the lowest costs for a short season because of low fixed costb, but this

advantage i lost in the longer season. At higher packing rates, hand methods

have the highest costs for all but the shortest seasons.

Cost differences in packing shed handling methods can be attributed en-

(Table 7). Packing equipment and crew sizes from sorting through bagging

are identical for all methods at any given packing rate. For convenience

in discussion, the methods of receiving and car loading have been designated

as follows.

The hand methods involve receiving onions in single bags, single crates,

palletized crates and skeleton boxes, and then dumping by hand. After pass-

ing through the sorting, sizing and packing operations, the packed onions

are loaded onto hand trucks for car loading.

The mechanized method, employing a fork lift truck and bulk boxes, has

several possible variations in packing shed operations. In method "A" the

fork lift truck is equipped with a turning head. It unloads the bulk boxes

from the truck, dumps the onions into an even flow-hopper, and reloads
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Table 7. Comparative Costs of Different Methods of Receiving, Dumping,
and Carloading Onions, Malheur County, Oregon, 195941

Operation
Cost

Labor Equipment Total

Receiving and dumpin&

(Cents per hundredweight packed)

Method A .7 1.2 1.9

Method B .4 .8 1.2

Method C .4 .8 1.2

Hand methods 2.7 2.7

Carloading or stockpiling

Method A 1.3 1.3

Method B .3 .4 .7

Method C .3 .3 .6

Hand methods 1.3 La 1.3

Total

Method A 2.0 1.2 3.2

Method,B .7 1.2 1.9

Method C .7 1.1 1.8

Hand methods 4.0 4.0

Assumes the following:
a. 80 percent of field run onions are packed.
b. An output of 180 hundredweight of packed onions per hour over a

5 month packing season.
/2 Less than .1 cent.

empty bins back on the truck. The fork lift is not used in car loading or

other onion handling operations. This method would fit a packing shed not

having the building or floor requirements for inside use of a fork lift.

Method "B" is the same as method "A" except that the lift, in addition

to receiving, is used to move packed onions from the bagging station to
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the car for loading or to the stockpile area. A dolly or dead roll con-

veyor track is used in the car to facilitate loading.

Method "C" is similar to method "B," but utilizes a mechanical dumper

instead of the turning head on the fork lift. The fork lift unloads the

truck and places each bulk box into position on the dumper where it is

mechanically dumped, either by the fork lift operator or by someone in the

grading crew. This allows more fork lift time for moving packed and pal-

letized onions away from the bagging station. Neither this method nor

method "B" is now being used in Malheur County onion packing sheds but is

used in the West for onions and other products.
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APPENDIX

Basis of Costs

Cost estimates shown in this report are based upon labor and equip-

ment standards developed from time and production studies made of actual

onion handling and packing operations. In addition, other cost information

has been obtained from grower and packer records and estimates,, and from

manufacturers and building contractors.

Labor standards obtained from time and production studies are shown

in Appendix Table 1. They represent the amount of onions that can be

handled by a crew working at a rate that is higher than average but below

peak performance. Costs are derived from these standards by applying

selected wage rates generally prevailing in the 1958 and 1959 seasons.

Wage rates are shown below.

Job

Piece rate work
Truck drivers
Fork lift operators
Packing shed workers
All other

Wage rate
per hour 

$1.50
1.25
1.25
1.20
1.25

Equipment, building and container cost estimates are based on current

replacement costs. Details are shown in Appendix Tables 2, 3 and 4.
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Appendix Table 1. Labor Standards of Performance for Onion Handling and
Packing Operations, Malheur County, Oregon, 1959.1_1

Job and_job description 
Field run onions

per man hour
(Hundredweight) 

MOVING OUT OF FIELD THROUGH RECEIVING AT PACKING SHED

Field bags 

Tie filled bags in field with wire.	 90
Load in field--pass bags from ground to truck and stack

310 per load. (Crew of 4.) 	 114
Unload at storage--unload by hand and stack 7 high. (Crew

of 5.)	 104
Load at storage and store empty bass--load 310 bags to

truck and unload and stack empty bags returned from
packing shed.	 98

Unload at packin& shed and load empty bags--unload to
packing shed dock, cut wire ties, dump onto belt, and
stack empty bags on truck.	 68

Single crates

Distribute empty crates in field (before topping)--350
crates per man hour.

Load in field--pass crates from ground to truck and stack
240 to a load. Tie load on truck with rope. (Crew of 4.)

	
75

Unload at storage--position conveyor and elevator, and
adjust. Untie load and set crates onto conveyor. Remove
crates from conveyor or elevator and stack 15 high. Place
tie-boards after fifth and tenth layers. (Crew of 5.)

	
66

Load at storage and store empty crates--position conveyor
and elevator, and adjust. Remove and store tie-boards.
Set crates on conveyor or elevator. Remove and load 240
to truck and tie. Untie load of nested empty crates re-
turned from packing shed and set onto conveyor. Remove
and stack.	 95

Unload at packing shed and load empty crates--untie load,
unload crates and dump onto belt. Nest empty crates in
threes and load back to truck. Tie load.	 62

Palletized crates

Distribute empty crates in field (before topping)--350
crates per man hour.

Load in field. Couple elevator to truck and start. Set
crates on moving elevator. Set off and stack, 240 to
truck. Stop elevator, uncouple from truck and tie load.
(Crew of 4.)
	

123

Includes 20 percent allowance for normal delay.
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Appendix Table	 continued

Job and job description 
Field run onions

per man hour
(Hundredweight)  

MOVING OUT OF FIELD THROUGH RECEIVING AT PACKING SHED, continued

Palletized crates, continued

Unload at storage--untie load. Remove pallets and store
3 high. Set 6 empty pallets on truck. (Crew of 5.)

	
368

Load at storage and store empty crates. Load 6 pallets
(240 crates) to truck with lift truck. Tie load. Untie
load of nested empty crates returned from packing shed.
Store crates (3 pallets) and empty pallets (3) with lift
truck.	 315

Unload at packing shed and load empty crates. Untie load.
Unload crates and dump onto belt. Nest empty crates in
threes and load back to 3 pallets on truck. Tie load. 	 62

Bulk boxes

Load in field--empty field bags into hopper at foot of
elevator tractor-towed beside truck. Guide discharge of
onions into 6 boxes on truck. Stack emptied bags for
later pickup. (Crew of 4.)

	
91

Unload at storage--remove boxes (6) with lift truck and
store 6 high. Load 6 empty boxes back to truck with lift
truck.	 277

Load at storage and store empty boxes--load 12 boxes (2 deep)
on truck with lift. Remove 12 empty boxes (2 deep) with
lift truck and store 6 high. 	 320

Unload at packing shed and load empty boxes--method "A" or
"B" (lift truck with turning head). Remove box from truck
with lift truck, transport to even flow and dump. Load
empty box onto truck with lift truck	 (30 feet one way).	 515
Method "C" (using mechanical dumper). Remove box from
truck with lift truck, transport to dumper and set in
dumper. Remove box after dumping and load onto truck.	 577

Skeleton :boxes

Move em p ty boxes to field from storage--load 24 boxes per
truck with lift (at 96 boxes per man hour).

Tie filled field bags with wire.	 90
Load in field--remove box from truck with lift attachment

on tractor and travel down row. Loaders place 24 bags in
moving box. Load (12 boxes) onto truck with lift. (Crew
of 3.)
	

90
Unload at storage--remove boxes from truck with lift, and

store 5 high.	 850
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Appendix Table	 continued

Field run onions
Job and *ob descri tion	 er man hour

(Hundredweight)

MOVING OUT OF FIELD THROUGH RECEIVING AT PACKING SHED, continued

Skeleton boxes, continued

Load , at storage and store empty boxes--load 6 boxes onto
truck with lift truck. Nest in twos, by hand, empty boxes
returned from packing shed. Stack 8 high with lift truck. 	 315

Unload at packing shed--unload bags to packing shed dock,
cut ties and dump onto belt. Load empty bags into one
box on truck.,	 65

Packed onions
PACKING SHED OPERATIONS

	 per man hour /1
(Hundredweight)

Sort--examine onions on main belt. Throw U.S. No. 2's and
culls to respective belts.	 34

Bag--hang bag on filling head. Adjust bag. Remove filled
bag to scale. Correct weight and sew. Load to pallet
(30 sacks per pallet) or hand truck (11 sacks per truck).

Jumbo U.S. No. 1	 36
Medium U.S. No. 1	 33
Jumbo or medium U.S. No. 2 	 28

Load to rail car (methods "E" and "C")--transport filled
pallet to dolly or conveyor track in car with lift truck.
Return empty pallets from car to bagging station with lift
truck (60 feet one way). 	 640

Stockpile on packing shed floor (methods "B" and "C")--set
aside with lift truck palletized onions packed for later
shipment (60 feet one way).	 640

Stack in car (methods "B" and "C")--remove onions from pallets
in rail car.	 200

Load to rail car (with hand truck)--move loaded hand truck
into car. Remove and stack sacks. Return empty hand
truck.

Stockpile on packing shed floor (with hand truck)--as in
loading to rail car.

152

180

Assumes 80 percent of field run onions are packed.



	1,023
	

70

	

1,281	 77

990

330

132

495

165

297

412

116

132

666

35
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Appendix Table 2. Estimated Cost for Equipment Used in Handling and
Packing Onions, Malheur County, Oregon, 1959.

Annual	 Variable
Estimated fixed costs per 100

life	 charge 2 hours use 3
Years

Fork lift attachement for
tractor

Field filler for bulk boxes,
gasoline powered

. Field loader for crates

Tractor

Elevator to stack single

15 $	 250 $ 10

15 250 24

15 132 20

(Charged at $.83 per hour of use)

$1,900

1,900

1,000

crates, gasoline powered	 300	 15
	

39	 16

Conveyor, dead roll, 12 feet	 84	 20	 10

Trucks, 10 wheel, 4 ton 	 (Charged at $.18 per mile

Lift trucks, 2 ton	 6,200	 10
with turning head or
sliding forks	 7,700	 10

Sorting and packing belts	 6,000	 10

Sizer and eliminator	 2,000	 10

Receiving elevator and blower 	 800	 10

Cull belts	 3,000	 10

Cull hopper	 1,000	 10

Hand trucks and scales	 1,800	 10

Shop equipment and misc.	 2,500	 10

Even-flow hopper	 700	 10

Bulk box dumper	 800	 10

/1 Based on current cost new plus estimated installation costs.

La Calculated as a percentage of replacement cost as follows:
a. Depreciation based on years of useful life.
b. Insurance-1%.
c. Taxes--1%.
d. Interest--3%, which is about 5.5% of undepreciated balance.
e. Fixed repairs--1.5%.

Includes:
a. Repairs and maintenance based on 0.5% of replacement cost per 100

hours use.
b. Gasoline, oil, grease and electricity.
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Appendix Table 3. Estimated Annual Cost of Onion Storage and Packing
Buildings, Malheur County, Oregon, 195941

Annual Costa

Building Dimensions
Replace-
ment cost

Esti-
mated
life

Depreci-
ation

Insurance, taxes,
interest and

repairs	 Total

(Feet) (Years

Storage for: /3

Field bags 40x165x12 $16,080 40 $402 $1,126 $1,528

Single crates 40x 90x16 9,330 40 233 653 886

Palletized
crates 40x100x16 11,340 40 284 794 1,078

Bulk boxes 40x130x14 13,290 40 332 930 1,262

Skeleton boxes 40x120x16 12,510 40 313 876 1,189

Packing shed:

Ground level 60x120x10 14,000 40 350 980 1,330

Car level 60x120x10 15,000 40 375 1,050 1,425

Assumes buildings are of frame construction, metal sheathed and insulated.
Floors are concrete except for car level height packing shed which has a
wood floor.

La Calculated as a percentage of replacement cost as follows:
a. Depreciation based on years of Useful life.
b. Insurance-1%.
c. Taxes--1%.
d. Interest-3%, which is about 5.5% of undepreciated balance.
e. Repairs--2%.

/3 Assumes capacity for production from 30 acres yielding 25 tons per acre.
/4 A single line packing shed with space for office, supply room, repair shop,

rest rooms and floor storage for three cars of packed onions.
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Appendix Table 4. Estimated Annual Onion Container Costs, Malheur County,
Oregon, 1959.

Replacement
Container	 cost each

Estimated
life

Annual cost eacha
reprec-
iation

Interest, insurance,
repairs and taxes Total

(Years)

Field bags $ .08 3 $.027 $.008 $	 .035

Field bags used
with bulk or
skeleton boxes .08 .01.0 .008 .018

Crates .65 10 .065 .065 .130

Pallets 3.50 20 .175 .262 .437

Bulk boxes 7.50 20 .375 .750 1.125

Skeleton boxes 7.00 15 .467 .700 1.167

/1 Calculated as a percentage of replacement cost as follows:
a. Depreciation based on years of useful life.
b. Insurance--1%.
c.
d. Interest--3°!., which is about 5.5% of undepreciated balance.
e. Repairs--2 1/2% for pallets, 5% for all other.
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Appendix Table 5. Comparative Costs of Moving Onions out of Storage and
Transporting to Packing Shed, Malheur County, Oregon,
1959.11

Method of handling
Palletized

Field	 Single
Cost item	 bags	 crates

crates or
bulk boxes

Skeleton
boxes

(Cents per hundredweight packed)

1 mile one way storage to packing shed

Labor in storage	 2.0	 2.0	 0.7 0.7

Labor in trucking 0.7	 0.7 0.7 0.7

Equipment in storage 0.9 0.9

Truck 0.3	 0.3 0.3 0.3

TOTAL 3.0	 3.0 2.6 2.6

12 miles one way storage to packing shed

Labor in storage	 2.0	 2.0	 0.7 0.7

Labor in trucking _ 0.7	 1.4 1.4 1.4

Equipment in storage 0.9 0.9

Truck 3.0	 3.9 3.9 6.3

TOTAL 5.7	 7.3 6.9 9.3

20 miles one wa stora e to •ackina shed

Labor in storage 2.0	 2.0 0.7 0.7

Labor in trucking 1.4	 1.4 1.4 2.1

Equipment in storage --/2 0.9 0.9

Truck 5.0	 6.5 6.5 10.5

TOTAL 8.4	 9.9 9.5 14.2

Assumes the following:
Delivery rate of 225 hundredweight of field run onions per hour
with a pack-out of 80 percent.

b. Costs do not include unloading onions at packing shed or loading
empty containers back to the truck.

/2 Less than .1 cent per hundredweight.

a.
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